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About This Content

Nostale – Fairy Elemental

Expand your retinue with the 4 magical level 40 fairies in this pack and boost your attack power with their mighty elemental
bonus!

Each fairy is a master of the elements – be it fire, water, light or shadow – and can be used from level 1. You’ll also receive
some potent boost items with which you can bring these 4 most graceful flyers up to level 70.

The Fairy Elemental Pack contains:

 Grown Sellaim

Fire Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of fire.

Grown Woondine

Water Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of water.
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Grown Eperial

Light Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of light.

Grown Turik

Shadow Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of the shadows.

15x Fairy Booster

Increases your fairy’s elemental power by 30% for 1 hour and gives it a special appearance.

15x Fairy Experience Potion

Increases your fairy's experience by 100% for 1 hour.

Important

The items will be bound to the account which you log into NosTale with after purchase.

Visit the NosMall in the game after making your purchase, and open the item depot to retrieve your items.

You can only purchase this pack once per account.

The items contained within the Fairy Elemental Pack cannot be traded.
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Title: NosTale - Fairy Elemental Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Entwell Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Gameforge 4D GmbH
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Pentium 3 500 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 700, Nvidia RIVA TNT2

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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If you are good with Newground flash games, this won't take you over an hour to finish.
Sadly, it does just seem like a Flash Game with a Price Tag.

For it's price (1,49€ at time of writing) it's still kinda overpriced. You would have a better game for the same price on mobile.
Sadly, can't recommend.. i will quit playing this game till the sandbox mode comes available, then i will come back because
mission 2 is hard,. One thing I'll say, If you notice, I've only got about 20-30 minutes in this game so far. That's as much as I can
take. Playing the first level, the one which is available when you first get the game, the one you have to play 3-4 times in order
to purchase even another song to play causes visual distortions after looking away from the screen where the walls in my room
bulge and shift.

This game makes me incredibly dizzy and it will probably do the same to you.. It just feels messy and too much going on. if you
like powerup race games then this is for you. race arcade meets my needs better for just a simple overhead racing game with
lots of players locally. i was also hoping for 8 player controller support, but its 4 controllers that you share each side of it. Great
game and story. It's not a long game, as my first play through was a little over an hour long. However despite being short, it's
awesome, like a snack.. Fun little time waster, but unfortunately its just too slow paced to be interesting for that long. Thanks
for the free game and a really friendly developer :D. Drawings 10\/10
Topic 10\/10
Story 3\/10
Musik 6\/10
Realism 3\/10 (Native americans in the game look more like animes or europeans for example)
Hidden hint about connection native americans and greys aka. star people 10\/10
Difficulty wimmelpicture 9\/10 (not too hard and not too easy)
Difficulty puzzles 6\/10 (way too easy except one)
almost always the same two puzzles again 4\/10
Animals included that dont belong to north america (lioness and chamaeleon) 3\/10
3.50 CHF for 2 houres 30\/10 ;-)
Little girls kitsch factor 5\/10

Overall 8\/10
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Don't buy it so I have less people to compete with in the leaderboard i want to be in the game. im not a fan of this game maybe
there are those folks out there who like to challenge their brains and wits and excel at real time games im not one of those folks
so for me the game was a little dissappointing, its a pretty game and all and super quick to play but i really wish they had
devoted themselves to producing a new expansion for Blood Bowl 2 that produce this game. for me this is a 5\/10 game, which
is not to say it sux but it didnt tickle my fancy.. Can play as a cactus with dynamite.

11\/10. Zipple World, or as I'd like to call it, What is going on even I have no idea 'The Game' wants so bad to be everything, a
platformer, a collect-o-thon and a 3rd person combat title. The thing is, unity was involved. Ignoring the small things like the UI
and the map designs and layouts, The "objective" of collecting random items to progress requres no scale of learning. Enemies
exist to be fought but you can literally ignore them or jump over them. The soundboard was abused in this title. Falling rocks,
random junk spawns, points for walking and objects falling on top of a chaotic clipping \/ phasing map that breaks visually in
steps or when I rotate the camera.

It has achievements that force me to do things I would never. I have to kill 500 enemies on the same map. They spawn in
soooooo slow. Has badge progression as well. Eh.. First of all for specs - I run an i7 with GTX 980 GFX card.

The game runs great with over 200fps without vsync. (with Vsync 60fps)

After playing the previous release, 'Rubgy League Live 2' on PS, I find this game runs 10x more responsive and makes you
easily choose you're next player/setup for the next play. I wouldn't say this makes it more easy but, enables you to make the
choice you actualy wanted happen on execution.

The Tutorial\Practice mode is great and more helpfull (yet a bit confusiing at first, wait for visual comand prompts before
acting) than the previous released game.

A truely great day one release for PC in this multiplatform era.

I hope to see more from 'Tru Blu Games & Big Ant Studios' in the future (condidering there quality standards), including
expanding on there type of genre's in video games.

A nice 2x thumbs up for me!

Enjoy :) -NOTE: Persons who do not like sport games MAY not like this game.. Beyond the outstanding features of the editor,
this software is excellent on two fronts:

1) It integrated with Autodesk Maya perfectly, on the very first try, no issues what-so-ever.
2) The tech support is phenomenal.

I mostly use the software to develop python helper scripts for Maya and Nuke, and while the interface is touch on the ugly side,
the functionality of WingIDE is far better than any other option I have tried (Notepad++, Pycharm, and Sublime). I also use
Eclipse for Python\/C\/C++ dev at work, and god how I wish it had the ease of use that WingIDE does. Eclipse has a lot of
setup, where WingIDE just works.

What put me over the top to fully recommend this software is the tech support. They are phenomenal. I had a problem with the
software not finding a license after the most recent update on steam, I sent an email to thier tech support and got a response
almost immediately. They solved my issue and they were a joy to deal with. This is the best cutomer support experience I have
had from anyone ever.

Pros:
+ Very powerful, fully featured python IDE.
+ Extremetly easy to setup and integrate with various 3D software packages.
+ Probably the best customer support on the planet.

Cons:
- The interface is need of a facelift (it's a little on the ugly side).. Bought this game in sale and you know what? It's very solid.
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I was looking into some action adventure, this game looked interesting enough and the toon effect reminds me to borderland so..
why not?
Result: wasn't expecting much but this game impressed me a lot.
Nice atmosphere, the action plays better then expected, using the blade is fun and the puzzles are very well done.
Cons? The graphic has style but maybe not the best (at least not the usual 2D game) but I think is more then enough.
Many people wrote that the walking is slow.. it's sure not fast but for me it's super ok.
Btw: it runs also with my super cheap GPU so that's also cool.. AccuRC 2 is a fantastic simulator and is my personal favorite for
RC Helicopter practice and improvement.
We all want and demand more realism and practicality in a simulator that make it more useful and productive.
In my opinion this is the best simulator for that purpose.
Less of a game and more of a realistic RC helicopter flight experience.
I'm not saying that it is not fun, It a lot of fun!
Last but certainly not least; the amount of updates improvements and new content that have come out for ACCURC 2 since I
purchased it almost a year ago is astounding.

This is a very actively supported product! The developers and product team communicate very openly with their customers (us)
and are very responsive when you have questions.

. TL:DR: A match 3\/tower defense with a *very* lightweight city builder attached. Lots of little goals plus achievements is a
great bonus. It is similar bto the Puzzle Quest series, and fans of that series should pick this up. It it really simple but the battles
can get pretty complex. It seems to have been built for a touchscreen and not a mouse though. Its overpriced at $14.99,
$4.99-$9.99 seems much more reasonable. Overall though, its fun if you like puzzle\/RPGs.

When I first saw this released, I ignored it. It looked like a casual puzzle game that was a mobile port. And it was pricy for that
style of game. Then I saw a friends review who liked it. I've been really hard up for ANY games lately due to the deluge of
mobile crap, so I grabbed it. Yes, I know, counter intuitive. But hey, I can't hate on something Ive never experienced.

Normally I'm not a fan of puzzle games, but I did love and play the hell out of the Puzzle Quests (the first one was better than
the second and Galactrix IMHO, but all are good), and also liked Puzzle Chronicles. All of those had some sort of strange
addictive quality, even though without the RPG component, puzzle games are boring as hell and pointless in my eyes. So I
grabbed ReignMaker.

For starters, the graphics are appropriate. They are bright, colorful, and cartoony 3d images. It lends the game a good feel that
fits well with the game style. The music is cheerful and the sound is decent, although the doo-do-DO-DOO (the typical "charge"
horn noise) that starts a battle is annoying as hell.

Other than that, I laughed at the *very* badly narrated intro that starts the game. The images are cool, a stained glass style
picture scrolling by and explaining the backstory. But the voice..oh god. It sounds like a wanna-be old man with a bad head cold
attempting to do the stereotypical "fantasy world king" accent. And failing. I had trouble understanding some of what he was
saying, and it sucked cuz there was no subtitles.

So the gameplay. Its like an *extremely* light city builder\/resource manager, mixed with a match 3 puzzle that is also a tower
defense game. The city builder is simple. There are places you can buy using resources and the places help you. Theres also
policies, which are little events. You have 4 different choices of how to deal with the event, and the results of the choice affect
your city. I have havent really explored too much of the city building aspect yet, so I will update when I do.

UPDATE: Its really simple. Half the buildings generate timed resources, the other half researches itemss. You can upgrade the
buildings to get better battle items, spells, and troops. I hesitate to even call it a builder. More of a resource manager.

The other aspect of the game is decently fun. Its the battle. You start, and you can earn items from buildings in your city that
help you. There are many of them all with different effects.

So its a tower defense meets match 3. On the left is your tower, filled with different elemental shapes and other icons that you
match. Walking in from the right are enemies, many different types. They dont move up and down, but travel in a straight line
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towards your tower (at least at the stages im at now, dont know if they do later). When you match 3, a bolt of the associated
element spits out of your tower and travels right, hitting any enemies in its path. Thing is, the bolt travels in the row you
matched it in. So if theres an enemy in the 2nd row down matching an element in the 3rd 4th and 5th row down wouldnt hit it
because the elemental bolts would be flying in the 3rd 4th and 5th row. There are also many other icons, both helpful and
harmful\/annoying. You can collect "scrolls". Each scroll creates an entry in a book where you can see the stats of each enemy
and a brief description and images.

In addition there are little challenges you can do to gain resources, such as "match 4 fire elements" "use a heal icon" ect. All of
this plus a ton of achievements and other little things makes this overall a fun lgame.

Its a little pricy for 14.99, but any fan of the puzzle quest type match 3s will love it. Get it on mobile if it exists there (Not sure,
but judging by it it sure seems to be),
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